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Art History in comics
Guide to Paris in comics
The Rolling Stones in comics
The Beatles in comics
Greek mythology in comics
Barbara’s songs in comics
Prévert’s poetry in comics
Baudelaire’s poetry in comics
Arabian tales in comics
Asian tales in comics
Plays in comics

FICTION

•
•
•
•

The Psycho-Investigator
A small noise in the engine
Catamount
Demba Diop

HUMOR

CHECK OUT OUR BRAND NEW
FOREIGN RIGHTS CATALOGUE!
Petit à Petit was first established in 1997 and has
aimed ever since to create access to culture through the
reading of comic books.
This is why most of our publications takes the form of
what we call Docu-Comics. It is an innovative and a great
new way to make comic books. The idea is to mix short
comics with beautiful pages of documentaries to introduce to a certain subject: art history, mythology, poetry...
The reader can easily learn more about his favorite topics
or topics he is not familiar with in a really fun way.
Most of those Docu-Comics are drawn by a collective
of artists, which means that when one story is over, the
next one starts with a new style. It allows the reader
to discover all the different ways you can work with a
same subject.
Besides the Docu-Comics, Petit à Petit also publishes
great albums of fiction which are all very unique in
their own way and are the reflection of French artists’
creativity.
This catalogue will help you discover our newest
publications. Get in touch if you are interested in our
titles or want to learn more about us!
Best wishes,
Pauline Veschambes

• Sunday’s footballers
• Long live horse jumping
ROUEN (76000) 53 rue Cauchoise
PARIS (75019) 157 Bd Macdonald
www.petitapetit.fr

Foreign Rights

Pauline Veschambes
pauline@petitapetit.fr
+33 2 35 89 56 77

Histoire(s) de l’Art
en BD
Art History in comics

2016
DOCU
COMICS

All the secrets behind the greatest pieces of art!

Cartoonists: Collective
Scenarist: Céka
96 pages / Hardcover
19 x 26 cm / 16,90 €

• The best way to be
introduced to Art History
• 15 incredible anecdotes
• From Leonardo da Vinci to
Andy Warhol
• Including great pictures

Guide de Paris en
bandes dessinées
Guide to Paris
in comics

2017
DOCU
COMICS

The first and only travel guide in comic book!

Cartoonists: Collective
Scenarists: Collective
192 pages / Hardcover
15 x 23 cm / 19,90 €

• This very innovative comic
will take you on an amazing
journey through the history
and through the best places
and monuments of Paris
• Featuring artists from all
over the world
• 90 comic strips, 150 places
to discover, more than 800
pictures

The Rolling Stones
en BD
The Rolling Stones
in comics

2017
DOCU
COMICS

If you are more into the Rolling Stones than
into the Beatles... We’ve got your back!
Cartoonists: Collective
Scenarist: Céka
192 pages / Hardcover
19 x 26 cm / 19,90 €

• All the histories behind the
greatest rock band alive!
• 20 stories drawn by talented
artists
• Great documentaries with
beautiful pictures

The Beatles en BD
The Beatles
in comics

2016
DOCU
COMICS

All the secrets behind the greatest success story
of our days.
Cartoonists: Collective
Scenarist: Gaët’s
224 pages / Hardcover
19 x 26 cm / 24,90 €

• The Beatles’ story from
Liverpool to the end
• More than 20 artists
showing a diversity of styles
• To be published in the same
collection: Bob Marley in comics

Poèmes de Baudelaire
en BD
Baudelaire’s poetry
in comics

2017
DOCU
COMICS

Life, death, and everything in between.

Cartoonists: Collective
Scenarists: Collective
112 pages / Hardcover
19 x 26 cm / 16,90 €

• 16 poems, most of them taken
from Flowers of Evil
• One of the most famous
French poet
• Beautiful and fun
documentaries

Prévert, les poèmes
en BD
Prévert’s poetry in
comics

2017
DOCU
COMICS

A beautiful journey through Jacques Prévert’s
poems and life.
Cartoonists: Collective
Scenarists: Collective
112 pages / Hardcover
19 x 26 cm / 16,90 €

• 9 poems and 9 universes to
discover the poet’s life and art
• A great way to celebrate the
poet for the 40th anniversary of
his death
• To be published : Victor Hugo’s
poetry in comics

La Mythologie
grecque en BD
Greek mythology
in comics

2016
DOCU
COMICS

These classic tales are greater than Game of
Thrones!
Cartoonists: Collective
Scenarist: Michels Mabel
192 pages / Hardcover
19 x 26 cm / 19,90 €

• Famous and less-known
Ancian Greek legends
• From Ulysses to Heracles
• 11 artists
• Humorous documentaries

Chansons de Barbara
en bandes dessinées
Barbara’s songs
in comics

2017
DOCU
COMICS

All the softness and strenght of Barbara’s world.

Cartoonists: Collective
Scenarists: Collective
112 pages / Hardcover
19 x 26 cm / 16,90 €

• A true legend of French
music
• 11 songs in comics
• Commemorating the 20th
anniversary of her death

Le théâtre en BD
Plays in comics
Le Cid

by P. Corneille

2016 2017

Cyrano de Bergerac Phèdre
by E. Rostand

by J. Racine

DOCU
COMICS

Old classics are so much easier this way!

Cartoonists : C. Billard and
J.-L. Mennetrier

Cartoonist: Fanch Juteau

Cartoonist: Armel

240 pages / Trade Paperback
13 x 19,8 cm / 10 €

288 pages / Trade Paperback
13 x 19,8 cm / 10 €

212 pages / Trade Paperback
13 x 19,8 cm / 10 €

• The greatest classic
plays
• The full text of the
plays

• Ideal for teenagers
who have difficulties
with reading classics
and for classics lovers
who will rediscover
their favorite plays.

Contes arabes en
bandes dessinées
Arabian tales in
comics

Contes asiatiques
en bandes dessinées
Asian tales in
comics

Let’s discover tales and history of the Arabic
world!

The best way to open children to the richness of
and the diversity in Asia!

Cartoonists: Collective
Scenarists: Gaët’s and Céka

Cartoonists: Collective
Scenarists: Oliv’ and Eddy Simon

96 pages / Hardcover
19 x 26 cm / 14,90 €

96 pages / Hardcover
19 x 26 cm / 14,90 €

• Meet malicious
foxes, terrifying lions,
clever children, and so
much more!
• With beautiful
illustrated
dcumentaries

2017
DOCU
COMICS

• A great journey
through Asian legends
and mysteries
• To be published:
African tales in comics

Un léger bruit
dans le moteur
A small noise
in the engine

2017
FICTION

« I am a child who kills people... »

Cartoonist: Jonathan Munoz
Scenarist: Gaët’s
Based on the novel by J.-L. Luciani
124 pages / Hardcover
19 x 26 cm / 16,90 €

In a small and isolated
village, a child is getting
ready to perpetrate the worst
horrors: he is going to kill
everyone. Friends, family,
neighboors... Who will stop
this madness?

Catamount

1. La jeunesse de Catamount
2. Le train des maudits
1. Catamount’s youth
2. The damned train

2017
FICTION

An epic and breathtaking western.

Cartoonist and scenarist:
Benjamin Blasco-Martinez
Based on the novels
by A. Bonneau
64 pages / Hardcover
23,5 x 31 cm / 14,90 €

Rights sold:
German, Dutch, Spanish

Catamount is a young man
whose parents were killed
when he was a baby by the
Indian tribe of the terryfying
Black Possum. In the second
episode, the railroad has
started to reach the West,
and a business-man called
Berton wants to buy the
family ranch. And he won’t
take no for an answer...

Demba Diop

Un tirailleur sénégalais
dans la grande guerre
A Senegalese soldier
in the Great War

2017
FICTION

Discover the sacrifice of a whole country.

Cartoonist: Mor
Scenarist: Tempoe

48 pages / Hardcover
23,5 x 31 cm / 14,90 €

1916. Demba Diop and his
brothers are taking care of
their goats, living their life
peacefully in Senegal. Until
a French military comes to
their village to tell them that
war has come to France and
they must defend the country.
They have no idea what
horrors they will see and
what they will live...

Psycho-Investigateur
L’héritage de l’Homme-Siècle

Psycho-Investigator

2017

The Century-man’s legacy

FICTION
Ready to get lost into an amnesic mind?

Cartoonist: Benoît Dahan
Scenarist: Benoît Dahan and
Erwan Courbier
80 pages / Hardcover
23,5 x 31 cm / 15,90 €

Simon Radius can visit
memories. He uses his gift to
solve crimes and help people
but seems unable to save his
own mind... A terrific and
terryfying ride that will make
you question your own sanity:
would you really want to
explore your memories?

Footeux du dimanche
Sunday’s footballers
Grab a football, a beer, and laugh along !

144 pages / Trade paperback
14 x 21 cm / 10 €
• For the true football fans
• 300 pages of fun pictures
taken from the real football
fields

2016
2017
HUMOR

Vive le CSO
Long live horse jumping
After falling, you must always get back
on your... horse!

144 pages / Trade paperback
14 x 21 cm / 10 €
• For all the mad horseriders
out there
• Fun pictures of falls and
great moments between riders
and their horses

